Some Aspects of the Northern Province
north as Aswan, and from then onwards the population
that grew up was a mixture of early Nubian and dynastic
Egyptian with an ever-increasing   negro   element.    See
MacMichael History of the Arabs in the Sudan.     Despite
a later admixture of Arab blood they still keep, particularly
in Haifa District, the short squat nose  and thick lips
which are a legacy of this negro element.    They have
also retained their own language, and for this reason both
they and the inhabitants of the whole of the Haifa-Aswan
reach are known to the Arabic-speaking inhabitants of
Egypt and the Sudan as Berabra (" Berberines ").   With
the spread of education and their wanderings abroad in
search of work, most of the men speak Arabic, but few
of the women outside the towns speak more than a few
words of it.    Inter-marriage between Nubians and Arabs
is  comparatively rare.    By character,  the Nubians  are
unwarlike and seldom seek service in the Army or Police.
Despite their wanderings they are extremely conservative,
with an intense love for the barren inhospitable land of
their birth.    The Danagla, those inhabitants of Dongola
District who live between the Haifa boundary and Debba,
while retaining the language and certain characteristics of
the Nubians, are distinct from them in possessing less
negro and more Arab facial characteristics.    They are, in
fact, essentially similar, except in language, to the Jaalin
group.    Curiously enough their language is distinct from
that of Mahas, Sukkot and Haifa, but is the same as that
of the Kenuz who live north of the Egyptian boundary.
Without being in any way warlike by nature, they are
not   averse  to  serving  with  the   Police, but   they  are
chiefly to  be found outside  Dongola  as  small  traders,
servants and employees.
The important tribes in Merowe District upstream of
the Danagla are the Fung round Debba, the  Bedeiria
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